Personalization is no longer a dream – a new 3D technology from the
company Aroja Xorfex, which will be exhibited at the InPrint 2017 fair,
is controlling the world
Create a unique high-quality personalized product, impress the customer with unparalleled 3D effects. Enable them to
highlight even the smallest of details of a 3D theme or offer incredible metallic effects. We are introducing a new
technology of the future – its advantages are maximum production speed and minimum cost.
Aroja Xorfex is introducing a completely new and unique
advanced 3D technology to the world market. It forms the
backbone of product personalization. Earlier the company
amazed not only Europe with special 3D printers. These
were valued by companies in the industry and also in
education. Now the author of the then product, Jan Skopik,
joined forces with Tomas Wolf. The new machines allow the
personalization of both rotary items and large-format
panels. Companies from several European countries have
already started using the first of them. With great success.
It is, however, only a partial step in the planned
development. What was before considered unimaginable is
becoming reality.

A can that you will never want to throw away
The cosmetics industry, healthcare, food and other industries that use rotary packaging such as cans, cups, plastic
bottles, tubes, and others can now transfer a perfect image instead of a packaging. Why is the new technology so
revolutionary?
Changing the theme without having to stop the machine, zero costs when changing the print, no unnecessary costs for
glues, labels, foils – those are the main benefits. In addition, it is fully automated. The company, whose machines are
considered the world number one in 3D printing, expects great success with the new technology.
„Findings of existing customers have already predicted success to us. If not for the long-time dedicated approach of
the ink-jet technology and software specialist Tomas Wolf and the support of specialists from Konica Minolta, the new
technology would never have emerged,” says Jan Skopik, business manager of the company Aroja Xorfex.
Global market of customer solutions for industry
and design within reach.
The company is ready to produce the machines unique of
its kind in the world in series. A machine unique in the
world of cans 3D printing is complemented with a
machine for special printing on large panels.
Direct printing and amazing details. Exciting effects that
evoke reality in you. They affect all the senses and
materialize a dream into reality. Do you feel like offering
your customers a genuine experience when looking at
their product? Thanks to modern digital machines for
special effects and thanks to rotary printing, Aroja Xorfex
proves that personalization is no longer just a distant
horizon.
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